Section A (10 marks)
a, an, the

a book
an egg
the computers

and, or

red and green
red or green

in

in
in
in
in

on

on Sunday
on 31st January

at

at night
at 7p.m.
at the canteen

can, could
shall, should,
will, would,
may, might, must,
to
do, does, did
Singular
he, she, it, Ali,
everyone, someone,
somebody, one of ………
Plural:
we, they, Ali and his
friends *I *you

1989
the library
the evening
the morning

Root word: kata asal
can make
will come
should play
to read
Verb + s
plays, runs, reads

Verb
play, run, read

Section B ( 12 + 3 : 15 marks)
Dear Syamil,
How’re you? I hope you’re fine. I would like to tell you
about…………………………
Firstly, ……….. Secondly, …………. Next,………… Then, …………….
After that, …………………… Lastly/Last but not
least,……………………………
I hope you’ll read my message/email/letter. Have a great day. Thank
you.
Regards,
Ah Long.
TOPIC: TAJUK
Time
Place
Day & date
Free
refreshment,drink
Topic
Material
Activity
Food/ meal
Price

REASON: ALASAN
The time is in the morning, therefore, it is not too hot.
The place is near to our house so we can cycle there.
It is on weekend, so we are free on that day.
We can enjoy the tasty banana cakes and iced lemon tea
together and it is for free / it is at no cost.
It is very interesting and exciting.
It is long lasting.
It is fun and entertaining.
The food is very juicy and delicious.
The price is reasonable and affordable.

It is because you can ………………
Due to that, you
will………………….
For that reason, you are going to
………

You should …………….
because…………
You can ……………….,
so……………..
You must…………… Therefore,
……...

Section C (25 marks)

1. Verb : Kata Kerja

wanted:
arrived, reached:
shouted, screamed:

climbed:
saved, rescued:
scared, frightened:
pitied, comforted:
delighted, excited, thrilled:
heard, overheard:

2. Adjective: Kata
Sifat

scrumptious:
huge:
beautiful, stunning:

cute, comely:
unlucky:
colourful:
brave, heroic:

3. Adverb: Kata
Penerang

danced gracefully:
sang sweetly:
slept soundly:
quickly called:
badly injured:

immediately ran:
instantly rescued:
climbed carefully:
listened attentively:

4. Simple Sentence:

Subject + verb + object

Ayat mudah

1. Azmi went to the zoo.

5. Compound
Sentence: Ayat

Two or more independent clauses
for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so

berganda
1. He saw the accident, so he quickly called the ambulance.
2. Syamil overheard the sound, “Meow! Meow!” and he quickly went there.
3. The parents came and supported the fund-raising fair.

6. Complex

One independent clause + one dependent clause

Sentence: Ayat

who, which, whose, whom

kompleks

since, before, when, although,
if, unless, because, while

1. Karim’s parents took part in the shooting games while his brother played
the toss ring.
2. They were very delighted because they had saved the unlucky kitten.

7. Sentence
connectors:

Use sentence connectors to start a new paragraph
or a new sentence.

penyambung ayat
Then,

To show a continuous event, incident or action

Next,

(kemudian)

After that,
Afterwards,
Later,
Finally,

To end the essay

Lastly,

(yang terakhir)

One day

To show a timeframe

After an hour,
After a few minutes,
Five minutes later,

(selepas beberapa minit, satu jam kemudian,
keesokan harinya)

An hour later,
The next day,
The following day,
In the evening,
The next morning,
At night,
Unfortunately,

To change mood

Suddenly, in a blink of an
eye,

(tiba-tiba)

Out of the blue,
INTRO:

Last Sunday, it was a sunny day.
beautiful, bright, fine

CLOSURE:

It was a memorable day for them.
special, unforgettable, spectacular
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